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Abstract—Achieving high-accuracy and repeatable fabrication of 
nanoelectromechanical switch is a grand challenge. In this paper, 
a new approach based on 3-D nanomanipulation has been 
proposed to integrate zinc oxide nanowire with lithographically 
patterned electrodes. Compared with other methods, a high level 
of manipulation accuracy can be reached without utilizing 
advanced lithographic tools. The device itself is actuated by 
electrostatic force and its physical model has also been developed 
for determining several key parameters. After the process of 
assembly, an in situ electrical characterization experiment is 
conducted. Experimental results illustrate the low pull-in voltages 
of the device combined with nearly zero current leakage, which 
are key parameters for being a good substitute of the CMOS 
devices in the future. 

Keywords-nanoelectromechanical switch; 3-D nanoassembly; 
electrostatic force actuation ; electrical characterization  

I.  INTRODUCTION  

During the past several decades, the success of scaling 
technologies has brought complementary metal oxide semi-
conductor (CMOS) devices into the nanoscale level and 
therefore boosting its overall performance to a large degree [1]. 
However, further development of scaling down is still a grand 
challenge due to the intrinsic limitations of conventional 
CMOS device physics [2], [3], [4]. For the purpose of seeking 
an effective way to mitigate this issue thus exploring new 
opportunities for exponential development of future electronics 
[5], the nanoelectromechanical switches (NEMS), which 
possess several obvious merits such as nearly zero leakage 
current and high drive current, are viewed as good substitute of 
current CMOS devices [6].  

From the point of fabrication, two main approaches 
including the top-down approach and the bottom-up approach 
have been conducted. In the top-down approach, nanostructures 
are typically fabricated by advanced lithographic and etching 
techniques, i.e. e-beam lithography [7]. As this classical 
approach is very closed to its physical limitation, the bottom-up 
approach, which constructs new types of nanostructures by 

integrating materials obtained from growth techniques [8], has 
established itself as a promising way for achieving nano-
electronic devices. 

As one of the key issues in bottom-up fabrication process is 
how to position nanomaterials relative to other components 
efficiently, various approaches including scanning electron 
microscope (SEM) [9], [10], dielectrophoresis [11] and optical 
traps [12] have been proposed. Unlike approaches mentioned 
above, we propose a novel 3-D assembly strategy based on a 
dual-probe nanotweezer. In this strategy, Zinc oxide (ZnO) 
nanowire is picked up carefully and then released to a 
predetermined location. Generally speaking, our approach 
possesses three main advantages: 1) The manipulation process 
of nanowire has been conducted under the guide of atomic 
force microscopy (AFM) force sensing and image scan and 
therefore achieving a high level of manipulation accuracy. 2) 
Benefiting from the adoption of one dimensional nanomaterials, 
advanced etching techniques are not indispensable. 3) The in 
situ electrical measurement of fabricated NEMS could be easily 
performed by utilizing the conductive probes.  

In this paper, the approach of fabricating a 2-terminal (2-T) 
NEMS is presented by using the 3-D assembly strategy 
mentioned above. Electrodes of NEMS can be obtained from 
conventional photolithography techniques. In our previous 
work [13], a dual-probe nanotweezer has been constructed and 
now used for integrating ZnO nanowire with electrodes. After 
the process of fabrication, the suspended structure of the 
NEMS has been formed and then procedures for achieving its 
volt-ampere characteristics will be started. 

II. MODELING AND DESIGN OF 2-T NEMS 

A. Principle of the 2-T NEMS 

The 2-T NEMS is comprised of a ZnO nanowire which 
serves as a movable electrode and two fixed electrodes, as 
shown in Fig.1. When a potential difference is imposed between 
two parallel electrodes, the electrostatic force will be introduced 
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and attracts the ZnO nanowire down to the fixed electrode. Key 
parameters of the NEMS include suspended length of the 
nanowire ( L ), gap between the nanowire and bottom electrode 
( h ) and pull-in voltage ( tV ). The relationship among these 

parameters will be shown in the physical model of 2-T NEMS 
and detailed as follows. 

B. Physical Model 

As the diameter of the nanowire (chosen around 100nm) is 
much smaller compared with the dimensions of electrodes, 
interactions between them could be seen as a model of a finite  

 

Figure 1. Schematic diagram of the 2-T NEMS, which consists of a suspended 
nanowire and a bottom electrode. The electromechanical force is introduced 

by imposing a voltage via conductive probe I and probe II. 

wire versus an infinite plane. The potential ( , )U x y of any point 

in the space is described as: 
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where tCV L  , represents the charge density per unit length 

of the nanowire, 0 is the dielectric constant in vacuum, 
equivalent capacitance C between nanowire and the fixed 
electrode can be obtained from [14]:  
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     Then the charge density ( , )x y on the surface of electrode 
can be determined from potential distribution above (as shown 
in Fig.2): 
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Figure 2.   The charge density on the surface of  bottom electrode，which 
indicates the charge density will be declined to almost zero if the distance 
away from the nanowire reaches to 10 μm  and then the effect of induced 

electric field can be omitted. 

When applying a potential difference between the sus-
pended nanowire and the bottom electrode, an electrostatic 
force is introduced and then used for actuating the NEMS. 
Apart from the electrostatic force, other short range forces such 
as the van der Waals force, may also attract the nanowire down 
to the fixed electrode. During the dynamic process of being 
turned on, a larger force is needed when ZnO nanowire starts to 
bend. A schematic illustration of physical model is shown in 
Fig.3. 



 

Figure 3. Physical model of 2-T NEMS, where an electrostatic force dF is 
applied between two points 1Q at  , , 0x y  and 2Q  at  0, ,l h . The vertical 

component of dF will lead to a bending moment dMe. 

The electrostatic force between infinitesimal element 
dl along the nanowire and ds  on the electrode surface can be 
obtained by taking Coulomb’s law:  
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                                        (4) 

where 1 ( , )Q x y dxdy , 2 tQ CVdl L  are the electric charge of 

dl  and ds  respectively, 2 2 2( )r x y l h     represents the 
distance between them. 

 The bending moment as a whole caused by the electrostatic 
force can be achieved as: 
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According to material mechanics, the corresponding bending 
moment caused by the elastic force of the nanowire 
is M EI  , where 4 64I d  is the moment of inertia, 

2 2( ) 2L h h    represents the curvature radius of bending 
nanowire. 

C. Analysis and Design of Key Parameters 

According to Fig.2, dimensions of the electrode are chosen 
as: the width 20μmw  and the length 15μmc  . In the case 

of 15μmL  , 0.4μmh  and 3.8VtV  , the Young’s Modulus 
of the ZnO nanowire can be determined as: 

 305.07 GPa
2 2

t
02

0

C V hr
E = I =

16pe L I
                       (6) 

This value is much larger than the published results from [15], 
[16], and [17], which indicates the key parameters mentioned 
above can be further optimized. 

According to (5), the relationship between suspended length 
and the Young’s modulus of the nanowire can be obtained. As 
the Young’s modulus of the nanowire below 60GPa, the 
suspended length can be chosen in the range of 3-3.5μm . 

Meanwhile, a negative correlation between the Young’s 
modulus and the depth of the electrode is shown in Fig.4. A 
deeper gap will result in a larger elastic force of the nanowire, 
and therefore making the establishment of a contact with the 
fixed electrode more difficult. The threshold of Young’s 
modulus is 60GPa which corresponds to a gap of 320nm. 
Consequently, the value of the gap can be chosen in the range 
of 300-350nm. Above all, the ranges of key parameters have 
been determined and will be further used in the process of 
photolithography. 
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Figure 4.  Negative correlation between the gap and Young’s modulus, the 
threshold of Young’s modulus corresponds to a 320nm-deep gap. 

D. Fabrication of Electrode 

Electrodes of the NEMS are fabricated by using con-
ventional photolithography techniques. The starting material of 

the device is an n-type silicon (Si) wafer coated by a 700nm-
thick silicon dioxide (SiO2) film for electrical isolation. Then a 
layer of photoresist is covered on the top of oxide coating and 
patterned to form chemical corrosion window. After the 
process of wet etching, the gap used for actuating nanowire has 
been formed with a height of 350nm. In the subsequent 
procedures, a 300nm-thick aluminum (Al) layer is deposited on 
the surface of oxide layer. The electrodes can be obtained even-
tually by removing undesired parts of metal layer through 
another standard lithography process. 

III. 3-D ASSEMBLY EXPERIMENT 

A. System Configuration of Dual-Probe Nanotweezer 

In our previous work, a nanotweezer has been constructed 
and used for three-dimensional nanomanipulation. As shown 
in Fig.5, the system is comprised of an optical microscope and 
two sets of devices commonly used in conventional atomic 
force microscope. Every set of device contains a micro 
cantilever, a XYZ nanostage and an optical lever. The optical  

 

Figure 5.  System configuration of dual-probe nanotweezer. The nanotweezer 
consists of two individually actuated cantilevers with protrudent tips. Probe I 
(on the right) serves a manipulation tool by pushing and pulling nanoobject 

while probe II acts as an imaging sensor to provide position information. 

lever, detecting light deflection by a quadrant photodiode and 
several optical lenses, serves as a force sensor to monitor the 
actions of microcantilever during the process of nano-
manipulation. During the process of 3-D manipulation, both of 
the two probes move toward the nanoobject, once a solid 
contact have been established between probe and nanoobject, 
the nano-tweezer is formed and subsequent steps of 
manipulation can be started. 

B. 3-D Assembly Protocol of the NEMS  

Typically, the process of integrating ZnO nanowire with 
electrodes follows a scan-operation-scan cycle (several steps 
of 3-D nanoassembly and the final suspended structure are 
shown in Fig.6): 

 Locating probes and nanowire. Initially, two probes are 
aligned above the centre of manipulation area and the 
first step is to establish a contact between probes and 
substrate (electrode). Subsequently, probe II is used to 
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scan manipulation area and therefore locations of nano- 
wire and probe I can be determined. 

 Building contact with the nanowire. As both of the two 
probes working in tapping mode, amplitude signals are 
helpful for contact detection. During the process of 
moving sample holder, when the voltage output of 
amplitude declines to zero, a solid contact has been 
established. By adjusting the locations of probes, a 
nanotweezer is able to be formed. 

 Picking up the ZnO nanowire. After the process of 
clamping one end of the nanowire, the picking up step 
is able to be implemented by moving sample holder 
downward.  

 Transporting and releasing nanowire. The nanotweezer 
transports clamped nanowire to the predetermined 
location by moving sample holder on the x, y direction. 
Meanwhile a displacement on the z direction is needed 
in order to realize release operation. 

 Re-scanning and determining displacements for next 
nanomanipulation.  

 

Figure 6.  (a) Choosing a nanowire to be manipulated by scanning the surface 
of electroded. (b) A scanned image before manipulation, in which the position 
of nanotweezer and transportation direction has been shown. (c) The result of 
first nanomanipulation. (d) A suspended nanowire is formed over the bottom 

electrode. 

C. Analysis of  Grasping Force 

Fig.7 illustrates the normal voltage output of one probe 
during process of pick-and-place. The operation starts from 
point A, where a solid contact has been established. When 
sample holder moving downward, the voltage output decreases 
sharply due to the adhesion force between probe and substrate, 
namely, snap in appears. After point B，another sudden in-
crease occurs as the sample holder continues its movement. 
The reason of this change is that the elastic force of cantilever 
has become large enough and can be used for balancing 
adhesion force. This pull-off process lasts from point B to 
point C. Subsequent procedures of pick-up keep stable until 
releasing process starts from point D. Actually, there is no 

sudden change appears in releasing operation except a mild 
snap in just before releasing process is completed. 

 

Figure 7.  The applied force of one probe during the manipulation process of 
pick-and-place. 

According to the voltage output curve combined with 
normal stiffness of the probe, real forces applied on cantilever 
are able to be obtained.  In this study, the stiffness of the probe 
is 2.8N/m with a resonant frequency of 70.37 KHz 
(Nanosensors, ATEC-FM-50).  

During the pickup, interactive forces between probes and 
nanowire include clamping forces 1nF , 2nF ; adhesion forces  

1sF , 2sF  on the interface; friction forces 1fF , 2fF  and 

adsorption force aF ,as shown in Fig.8. Equilibrium equation 
can be deduced as:  
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represent equivalent 

radius and stiffness. iR , iE and i  (i=1,2) are radius, Young’s 

modulus and Poisson’s ratio of tip and nanowire (subscript 1 
and 2 correspond  to tip and nanowire respectively), 68   is 

the tilted angle of the tip, W stands for surface energy. 1( )F e  

can be deduced from complete elliptic integrals with a value of 

1( ) 0.7769F e  . Other parameters used in (7) have been 

shown in TABLE I. Based on these parameters, equivalent 
radius sR = 8.33  10-9 m, equivalent stiffness E =44.9GPa, 

adhesion force 1sF =146.53 nN. The curve shown in Fig.7 

indicates that the peak of grasping force appears at point C 
(with a voltage output of 105mV) which corresponds to a 
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pick-up force of 305.91nN. Consequently ， the clamping 
force nF  917.5nN，the friction force fF   73.6nN and the 

adhesion force aF =611.82nN can be finally calculated. 

   

Figure  8.  A schematic of inteactive forces analysis which includes clamping 
forces, friction forces, adsorption forces as well as adehesion forces from two 

contact interface. 

TABLE I.  KEY PARAMETERS USED IN INTEACTIVE FORCES ANALYSIS 

 Probe Nanowire Substrate 

Material Silicon Zinc oxide Silicon oxide

Radius (R) 10nm 50nm   

Surface energy ( ΔW ) 1.4 J/m2 1.42 J/m2 1.14 J/m2 

Young’s modulus (E) 160 GPa 60 GPa 70.3 GPa 

Poisson’s ratio (γ) 0.17 0.165 0.33 

 

IV. ELECTRICAL CHARACTERIZATION OF THE NEMS 

As shown in Fig.1, testing process for obtaining volt-
ampere characteristics of fabricated NEMS is implemented by 
using conductive probes (Nanosensors, PPP-EFM). In this 
scheme, electrical measurement can be easily conducted 
benefiting from two probes we have used, which will impose 
potential difference directly without complicated procedures. 

The results of electrical testing have been shown in Fig.9, 
which plot the potential difference required to turn on the 
NEMS. According to the illustration, the switch still remains 
off until the voltage reaches its threshold, namely, pull-in 
voltage. Then the electrostatic force bends the nanowire to 
establish a contact with bottom metal electrode. Procedures of 
regulating external voltage have been repeated for three times 
and corresponding pull-in voltages are 5.80V, 7.04V and 6.52V 
respectively. In addition, the off-state current has also been 
obtained with a value less than 30nA, therefore demonstrating 
the switch’s performance of nearly zero current leakage.  

At the same time, the on-state current is relatively low due 
to a large contact resistance between the nanowire and metal 
electrode. Therefore, more efforts are still necessary to enhance 
the on/off current ratio to a higher level. 
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Figure 9. Three V-I curves are obtained from electrical characterization, 
showing different pull-in voltages in three consecutive tests between 5V and 

7V. 

V. CONCLUSION 

In summary, we have presented a new approach for 
fabricating nanoelectromechanical switch. Several conclusions 
based on this method can be drawn as follows. (1) The physical 
model of an electrostatic force actuated 2-T NEMS has been 
constructed and used for designing its key parameters. (2) The 
elasticity mechanics model for analyzing interactive forces 
between probes and nanowire is also developed. (3) By using 
conductive probes, electrical testing process is able to be 
implemented, since the external voltage has been introduced 
and imposed on two parallel electrodes. Experimental results 
exhibit a promising future of the fabricated NEMS for its 
nearly no power consumption in the off state combined with a 
mild pull-in voltage. 
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